The Normal Studio Industrial Design Office was founded in Paris in 2006 by designer duo Éloi Chafaï and Jean-François Dingjian. Since its formation, they have developed product design for consumer industries and experimental micro-series alike, as well as scenography and plans for showrooms and boutiques.

Normal Studio’s design élémentaire strive to match aesthetics and technique. For them, each object contains an elementary equation that has to be solved at the minimum of handling, material and machine investment. It is the coming together of method, tools and competence that builds their projects.
A Marriage Made In Earth

AT800 Series combines in its foldable version two of the most celebrated materials in outdoor furniture. A soft metal and a hard wood, Aluminium and Teak, are used efficiently and respectfully throughout with function and aesthetics in mind.
Currently Archetypal

The use of stamped aluminium for the seating, speaks volumes about functional design, a blend of nostalgia aesthetics and industrial production that is hard to come by.
The modular system employed on the tables, based on a injected aluminium corner-piece that slots over and links the table crossbars with the legs, allows not only multi-configuration, but also for the whole thing to fold into a flat cardboard box, making transportation efficient.
The perforated sheet metal tabletop lets rain and light through, reducing the table’s weight and creating a minimum of shadow underneath. In fact the table has more void than matter.
SPECIFICATIONS

Table (Teak & Aluminium)

- **830 mm**
- **1007 mm**
- **2007 mm**

- **755 mm**
SPECIFICATIONS
Aluminium Armchair

826 mm
631 mm
561 mm
669 mm
826 mm
561 mm
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